
INVESTING This time’s no different: Robeco’s
faith in 200-year backtests
Firm’s (very) long-term studies suggest factor strategies can soften hit
from stagflation
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Over the past five years a team at Robeco, working with Erasmus University Rotterdam, has

collected information from newspaper records and stock exchange archives to build finance’s

equivalent of the Domesday Book. The €200 billion Dutch manager has collated data on

stocks, bonds, macroeconomic and equity factors, and news sentiment published since 1866.

A few of its datasets stretch back to the start of the 19  century.

Among their key findings is that factor investment strategies ultimately outperform

conventional portfolio selections. “Factors are pretty consistent across all these episodes,”

says Guido Baltussen, who heads factor investing at the firm.

Ever since economist Campbell Harvey in 2019 debunked

debunked

debunked

debunked

debunked

debunked

debunkeddebunked hundreds of their investing

factors, quants have become wary of “p-hacking” – when backtests of too many ideas with

too little data throw up investing strategies that seem to work but are really just flukes.

Robeco’s objective is to reduce the risks that arise from

this type of data mining by lifting the bar that strategies

must clear. Baltussen says the aim is to test ideas “really

over the long run”.

Such deep historical analysis might appear to hold little

meaning, given the rapid pace of change across markets

and economies. Critics of backtesting have called for its

practitioners to wean themselves off

wean themselves off

wean themselves off

wean themselves off

wean themselves off

wean themselves off

wean themselves offwean themselves off an over-reliance on

historical data. Quants at other firms have carried out

exercises similar to Robeco’s, though mainly to satisfy

scholarly interest rather than as the backbone of their ongoing research.

But where other quants see constant transformation in markets, Robeco’s also see continuity.

They believe the critical driver is human nature, which does not change.

History repeating itself

Baltussen is also a professor of behavioural finance and financial markets at Erasmus

University. He once carried out research into risk taking in Deal or No Deal

Deal or No Deal

Deal or No Deal

Deal or No Deal

Deal or No Deal

Deal or No Deal

Deal or No DealDeal or No Deal, a television

game show in which participants gamble over the contents of cash-filled suitcases, with

behavioural economist Richard Thaler – one of the originators of the idea that investors

exhibit predictable biases rooted in human nature. Baltussen argues that today’s markets are

more like those of the past than many investors credit.

“Investing in markets now is not that different in terms of the thought processes from when

my grandpa was investing,” he says. He believes, by extension, that Robeco’s deep

backtesting is a worthwhile practice.

One subject to which the approach

can be applied is technological

change. Baltussen points out that the

introduction of the telegraph in 1866

started a scramble to lay cables that

would provide the fastest means of

conveying price data from city to city –

essentially the Flash Boys

Flash Boys

Flash Boys

Flash Boys

Flash Boys

Flash Boys

Flash BoysFlash Boys story of its

day.

He also argues that instinct and

intuition – the “fight or flight”

responses formed through millions of

years of mammalian evolution – play a

key role in investor decisions. “Our

emotional reactions and our behaviour

patterns stay pretty similar.” And it is in

these patterns that quant strategies

have their roots: “In general, factors originate from behavioural biases.”

Take value investing: Baltussen’s explanation for why value stocks should outperform in the

long term is that investors overpay for eye-catching, fast-growing stocks and undervalue

shares that are cheap and dull.

Momentum investing works – in the short term, at least – because investors bid up winners

and shun stocks that look to be losing ground. Low-volatility and low-quality stocks, he says,

often beat the market because the underlying firms also tend to be “boring” and have limited

scope for big leaps in profitability.

With human nature holding the key to quant strategies, the drivers of those strategies can be

studied in all manner of contexts. Two years ago, Robeco’s quants looked at the performance

of different strategies in the years following the outbreak of the 1918 flu pandemic

1918 flu pandemic

1918 flu pandemic

1918 flu pandemic

1918 flu pandemic

1918 flu pandemic

1918 flu pandemic1918 flu pandemic for a steer

on how Covid might play out.

Going up in the world

Deep backtesting yields opportunities to test strategies in circumstances that seldom arise.

As such, Robeco chose for its latest historical deep dive

deep dive

deep dive

deep dive

deep dive

deep dive

deep divedeep dive an examination of investing during

periods of high inflation.

Inflation is sometimes seen as a problem that modern investors care about more than their

predecessors. But data from the financial media found that during previous inflationary spells,

between 1899 and 2021, the subject was mentioned every bit as frequently in the Financial

Times, The New York Times and The Wall Street Journal as it is today.

Against a backdrop of inflation reaching its highest level for 40 years and deteriorating

macroeconomic indicators, the outlook for investors appears bleak. However, Robeco’s

research indicates that factor strategies can help.

The firm’s quants found that during periods of stagflation

stagflation

stagflation

stagflation

stagflation

stagflation

stagflationstagflation – when inflation corresponds with

recession, falling stock markets or fading earnings growth – traditional portfolio allocations

fared poorly. A 60/40 mix of stocks and bonds would have lost nearly 12% on average during

these periods.

However, a portfolio based on factors such as value, momentum and low risk across different

asset classes averaged returns of 4.1% a year during historical periods of stagflation, trading

costs aside.

Recent real-world experience bears out the findings. Robeco’s long/short cross-asset factor

fund has returned nearly 11% for the year to date versus the firm’s euro cash rates

benchmark, which has been flat.

The firm’s long-only multi-factor equities strategy is down 4% and its bond strategy is down

nearly 8% over the same period. However, these returns compare favourably with the MSCI

World Index, which has lost 7.7%, and the Bloomberg Barclays Global Agg bond index, which

is off by 8.4%.

“The end result from the study is quite boring,” Baltussen jokes. “Investors don’t need to

worry too much about inflationary episodes from a factor perspective.” The patterns of human

nature, as Robeco sees it, can be trusted to generate returns for factor investors over the

long term.

His final words of advice: “Just hold on.”

Editing by Daniel Blackburn
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